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Abstract – An algorithm of operational modal analysis in time domain is presented for the discrimination
between structural modes, harmonic excitations and spurious modes. A classification factor is developed
and based on the construction of the damped signal- to- noise ratio which separates the physical modes
from the numerical ones. The harmonic excitations are then recognized at very high power indexes and
zero damping. Furthermore, after the modal discrimination, the harmonic spectrum and the estimated
frequency response function can be derived. The method can be updated in the time domain either by a
short time sliding window or a recursive technique to provide the modal monitoring in both stationary and
non-stationary process. An industrial application on a hydro-electrical generator is discussed to identify
the machine frequencies under operational working conditions.
Key words: Modal identification / mode separation / recursive analysis / short-time modeling /
non-stationary vibration / hydro-electric generator

1 Introduction
Operational modal analysis has become nowadays an
eﬃcient technique for characterization and assessment
of machines and structures in vibration. The development of advanced algorithms allows for a robust and accurate analysis in order to insure the productivity and
safety. A need appeared for the development of a modal
based structural monitoring technique while the machine
is always in normal working condition by using an operational modal analysis, especially in rotating machines
where the operational vibration can be an important
source of failure. As the machine is in working condition,
the discrimination of the structural modes from the harmonic excitations and noises and the monitoring of each
mode with respect to time are not a trivial task, especially for unstationary systems. In the frequency domain,
Brinker et al. [1] presented the frequency domain decomposition method with an indicator based on the observation of the probability density functions at each frequency. However, application of the frequency domain to
the operational time domain is seen limited. Jacobsen presented some techniques for separating structural modes
a
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and harmonics [2]. Those techniques are qualitative and
require all a visual judgment on the observation of such
spectrum, mode shape plot and/or Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC). In the time domain, the Least Squares
Complex Exponential (LSCE) [3] and the Ibrahim Time
Domain (ITD) method [4] have been developed for the
modal identiﬁcation. ITD applied the random-decrement
technique coupled with a time-domain parameter identiﬁcation method to process ambient vibration response that
can be approximated as a sum of exponential functions.
However the selection of speciﬁc instants into the signal
has been found critical when applying the ITD method.
Mohanty et al. [5] have tried to modify those methods to
adapt the operational modal analysis in the case where a
harmonic component is close to a natural frequency. Actually they have improved the technique to enhance the
presence of those modes on the frequency stabilization diagram. However the harmonics frequencies are assumed
to be known a priori [5].
In this paper, we present a method to classify the
identiﬁed modes in order to discriminate the physical
modes from the spurious modes and then distinguish the
harmonic excitations from the natural frequencies. The
method is based on the construction of a factor called
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Damped Modal Signal to Noise ratio (DMSN), obtained
from the modal decomposition of the signal into deterministic and stochastic parts.

2 Modeling by vector autoregressive
model (VAR)
In operational modal analysis, we assume that the excitation is unknown and can be modeled by a Gaussian
white noise. As modal analysis is conducted by using several d channels of measurements, synchronized for data
acquisition at a sampling period Ts , the vector time series such as the Vector AutoRegressive (VAR) or Vector
Autoregressive Moving Average (VARMA) could be used
for modeling the data. Since the modal parameters are
therefore extracted from the AutoRregressive (AR) part
of those models and since the excitation is Gaussian, the
least squares estimation is non-biased and a vector autoregressive (VAR) model of pth order and of dimension
d has been found suﬃcient to ﬁt the measured data [6,7]:
y(t) = Λz(t) + e(t)

(1)

where:



Λ = −A1 −A2 . . . −Ap size d×dp is the parameter
matrix;
Ai (size d × d) is the matrix of parameters relating
the output y(t − i) to y(t);
T

z(t) = y(t − 1)T y(t − 2)T . . . y(t − p)T (size dp×
1) is the regressor for the output vector y(t);
y(t − i) (size d × 1; i = 1 : p) is the output vector with
delay time i × Ts ;
e(t) (size d × 1) is the residual vector of all output
channels considered as the error of model.

If the data are assumed to be measured in a white noise
environment, the least squares estimation may be applied
for estimating the model parameters. Taking into account
N successive available output vectors of the responses
from y(k) to y(k + N − 1) (k > p, N > dp + d), the model
parameters matrix Λ and the estimated covariance matrices of the deterministic part D̂ and of the error part Ê
(both of size d × d) can be estimated via the computation
of the QR factorization as follows [6, 8]:
T
−1
T
Λ = (RT
= (R−1
12 R11 ).(R11 R11 )
11 R12 )
1
R12
D̂ = RT
N 12
1
Ê = RT
R22
N 22

(2)

and data matrix K of size N × dp + d is constructed from
N successive samples:
⎡
⎤
y(t)T
z(t)T
y(t + 1)T ⎥
⎢ z(t + 1)T
K=⎣
(7)
⎦
...
...
T
T
z(t + N − 1) y(t + N − 1)
Once the model’s parameters matrix has been estimated,
the modal parameters can directly be identiﬁed from the
eigen-decomposition of the state matrix Π (size dp ×
dp) [8]:
⎡
⎤
−A1
−A2 . . . −Ap−1 −Ap
⎢ I
0 ... 0
0
⎥
⎢
⎥
I ... 0
0
Π=⎢ 0
(8)
⎥
⎣ ... ... ... ...
⎦
...
0
0 ... I
0
⎡
⎤
λ1 0 0 0
⎢ 0 λ2 0 0 ⎥ −1
Π = L⎢
(9)
. ⎥
.
⎣
⎦L
0 0 . . ..
0 0 . . . λdp
where λi are discrete eigenvalues and L (size dp × dp) is
the eigenvectors matrix, whose forms can be rewritten as
follows for further usage:
⎤
⎡ p−1
l2 ... λp−1
λ1 l1 λp−1
2
dp ldp
⎢
..
.. ..
.. ⎥
⎢
.
. .
.⎥
(10)
L=⎢
⎥
⎣ λ1 l1
λ2 l2 ... λdp ldp ⎦
l1
l2 . . .
ldp
⎡
⎤
S11 S12 ... S1p
⎢ S21 S22 ... S2p ⎥
S = L−1 = ⎢
(11)
. ⎥
.. . .
⎣ ..
. .. ⎦
.
.
Sdp1 Sdp2 ... Sdpp
The continuous eigenvalues, natural frequencies, damping
ratios and complex modes are derived as follows:
Eigenvalues: ui =

ln(λi )

√Ts

Re2 (u )+Im2 (u )

(3)
(4)

In these formulas, R11 (size dp × dp), R12 (size dp × d)
and R22 (size d × d) are sub-matrices of the upper triangular factor R (size N × dp + d) derived from the QR
factorization of the data matrix as follows:
K=Q×R

where Q (size N × N ) is an orthogonal matrix (that is
Q × QT = I), R has the form:
⎤
⎡
R11 R12
(6)
R = ⎣ 0 R22 ⎦
0
0

(5)

i
i
Frequencies: fi =
2π
Re(ui )
Damping ratios: ξi = − 2πfi
Complex modes: Ψ = [Ψ1 Ψ2 . . . Ψdp ] = [I 0 . . . 0] L

3 Construction of the damped modal signal
to noise ratio
With any model based modal analysis, the signal can
be decomposed into a deterministic part and a stochastic
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Fig. 1. Sensors configuration on 2D Cartesian coordinates (cm).

part from the eigen-decomposition as follows [8]:
⎡
⎤
dp

y(t) =

⎣li si λti +

i=1

t−p

⎦
li Si1 e(t − j)λj+p−1
i

Since the frequency and damping of each mode are
identiﬁed, the factor called Damped Modal Signal to
Noise (DMSN) ratio is proposed as follows:
(12)

j=0

DMSNi =

where:
y(t) is the measured sample data at time t, of dimension d × 1
d is the number of sensors, or vector dimension
p is the model order in the modeling
li are taken from eigenvector matrix L
si is the scale factor which can be computed from the
initial data as:
s = L−1 z(p + 1)


z(p + 1)T = y(p)T y(p − 1)T . . . y(1)T

(13)
(14)

λi are discrete eigenvalues,
Si1 are extracted from the inverse eigenvector matrix,
e(t) is the model error vector sampled at time t.
It is seen that the ﬁrst term of equation (12) is the deterministic part and the second one if the stochastic part
of the sampled signal. Those parts are the sum from the
contribution of all eigenvalues and eigenmodes.
If we consider the contribution of each mode to the
deterministic part, we can take the modal power of the
discrete signal over the N available sampled data:
k+N −1

MPi =
t=k

2

lH
i li

2

2(t−k)

|si | |λi |

=

li H li |si |

2N

1 − |λi |

1 − |λi |2

(15)
Similarly, the contribution of each mode to the stochastic
part can be computed in term of the modal variance [8]:

2
H
(1−|λi |2N )
k+N −1
li H li Li1 ÊSi1 N − |λi | 1−|λ
2
|
i
MVi =
MVti =
2
1
−
|λ
|
i
t=k
(16)
where Ê is the estimated error matrix of the underlying
parametrical model.

MPi
ζi MVi

(17)

It appears that the DMSN index is an eﬀective criterion
since it includes the stochastic participation in the denominator, and hence, the higher the DMSN, the more
evident it characterizes the contribution to the deterministic part. The damping rate on the denominator penalizes the very high damped modes which usually belong
to computational modes. The damping rate ζi is more
usually found from 0.5% to 7% in industrial applications
when no external damping is added.
The modes are all sorted from the ﬁrst highest DMSN
index, with reasonable damping ratios. Consequently, the
harmonic frequencies, if present, are ﬁrst revealed, and
can then be distinguished from the natural frequencies
by their close-to-zero damping ratio, and hence a very
high DMSN index. The available natural frequencies then
follow and the computational frequencies end up with a
very low DMSN.

4 Application to machines in operational
conditions
The method was applied to a real industrial application on a hydro-electrical generator. The test is a part
of the project at Hydro Quebec research institute on increasing the power of existing generators [9–11].
It is seen that the hydro electrical generators are of
huge dimensions structures which are working under severe electromagnetic excitations. Therefore operational
modal analysis are conducted in order to estimate the real
structural responses and to identify the excitations [9–12].
Because of the generator huge dimension and sensor
limitation, various conﬁgurations were designed to measure up to one quarter of the stator by using of a common
reference sensor. Figure 1 shows a conﬁguration with a
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Fig. 2. Stationary signal.

Fig. 3. NOF.

typical 14 accelerometers mount on the perimeter of the
stator. Vibration data are acquired at 4096 Hz rate.

4.1 Stationary vibration
The ﬁrst test is done when the machine was working
in stationary condition at a power rated 23 MW. Figure 2
presents the time response of all the sensors.
A Noise rate Order Factor (NOF) [6] had been previously developed to identify the minimum necessary order
when decreasing as shown in Figure 3. The order is selected when NOF decreases drastically. It was found that
the NOF factor is very robust regardless the data length
when the later is long enough and that the model VAR
can ﬁt with a lower model order when higher a number
“d” of channels are used. However, it is an approximate
criterion that indicates in this study that an eﬃcient order between 13 and 20 can be used for the identiﬁcation.
From the damping criteria, the ﬁrst 20 frequencies have
been selected as real frequencies and the DMSN indicates
that the 5 ﬁrst one comes from harmonic components.

Table 1 shows the identiﬁcation of those 20 modes
with frequencies, damping ratios and corresponding acceleration amplitudes (m.s−2 ).
From Table 1, it is found that there are 5 dominant
electromagnetic harmonics in the vibration that correspond to the highest DMSN and amplitudes. These frequencies can be distinguished at the signiﬁcant change of
the DMSN slope. It is also found that except the electromagnetic harmonics of 60 Hz (especially, the harmonics
of the even multiple of the electric fundamental frequency
(120 Hz, 240 Hz. . .) with zero closed damping rates, there
are 4 frequencies that are not harmonics and are the natural frequencies: 728.3, 740.3, 1480.6 and 1599.4 Hz. Figure 5 shows the Operating Deﬂection Shape (ODS) of
the four most excited harmonics and two mode shapes.
From the number of waveforms identiﬁed from the measured arc, it is convenient to generate the total number of
waveforms on the whole perimeter for each frequency. It
is also seen that the closeness to a natural frequency explains why the two ﬁrst harmonics at 720 Hz and 1560 Hz
the most excited. The ODS of the 720 Hz is found similar
to the mode shape of 728 Hz (presented out of phase).
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Fig. 4. DMSN.
Table 1. Modal parameters identification.
Mode

Frequency

Damping rate

Amplitude
−2

(m.s

Mode

)

Frequency

Damping rate

Amplitude

(Hz)

(%)

(m.s−2 )

(Hz)

(%)

1

719.9

0.0

0.33

11

120.0

0.1

0.02

2

1559.8

0.0

0.03

12

839.7

0.0

0.00

3

1439.8

0.0

0.03

13

360.1

0.1

0.01

4

1199.9

0.0

0.01

14

1599.4

0.5

0.00

5

599.9

0.1

0.02

15

1679.7

0.1

0.00

6

728.3

0.4

0.01

16

1799.7

0.3

0.00

7

1080.0

0.1

0.00

17

740.3

1.9

0.00

8

960.0

0.1

0.00

18

1480.6

1.0

0.00

9

1319.9

0.0

0.00

19

1919.5

0.1

0.00

10

479.8

0.1

0.01

20

778.7

3.1

0.00

4.2 Non-stationary vibration
The machine was also monitored during a start-up
regime to examine the non stationary vibration. Figure 6
presents the signal data of all 14 sensors from the beginning to gain the operational power at 23 MW.
Using the sliding window technique, a short time AR
(STAR) method was applied onto the signal with window
length 2000 samples (0.5 s) without overlapping [12, 13].
Figure 7 shows the monitoring of the AR model order,
frequencies and damping rates computed at an optimal
order with respect to time.
It is seen that this optimal AR model order is found to
8 or 9 for the modal identiﬁcation. The frequencies of all
harmonics and structural modes are accurately identiﬁed
and monitored. A slight increasing in frequencies, mostly
at high frequencies can be detected at the beginning of
the start up before stabilized to a stationary regime. The
damping ratios can also be tracked for each mode but
with a greater uncertainty [14]. The plot of all modes
together shows that the damping rates are found less than
5%. If one looks close up to the two structural modes,
it is seen that those modes can also be monitored and

distinctly discriminated from the closer harmonic, as seen
in Figures 8 and 9.
Figures 8a and 9a show very clearly the changes in
frequencies during the non-stationary vibration. However,
the uncertainty on damping identiﬁcation is greater [14].
Figure 8b shows that the damping rate of the structural
mode at 728 Hz is about 0.5% while Figure 9b reveals
that the damping rate is close to 1.2% at 1599 Hz.

5 Conclusion
A technique for modal identiﬁcation and discrimination is presented for operational modal analysis and monitoring purpose. A Damped Modal Signal to Noise ratio
(DMSN) is found a reliable index for classiﬁcation of frequencies and modal parameters and hence for the distinction of structural modes and harmonics excitations from
spurious frequencies. It is found from a real industrial application that this technique can be used in oﬄine analysis
or online processing with both stationary and non stationary vibrations. The modal parameters of each mode can
be tracked and monitored with a suﬃcient precision.
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a) ODS 720 Hz

b) ODS 1560 Hz

c) ODS 1440 Hz

d) ODS 1200 Hz

e) Mode shape 728 Hz

f) Mode shape 1599 Hz
Fig. 5. ODS and mode shapes.
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Fig. 6. Start-up non stationary signal.

a) Autoregressive optimal model order

b) Frequencies

c) Damping ratios
Fig. 7. Online modal monitoring.
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a) Frequency

b) Damping rate
Fig. 8. Modal discrimination at 720 Hz.

a) Frequency

b) Damping rate
Fig. 9. Modal discrimination at 1560 Hz.
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